
Order Status Chart 

ENT ENTER 
HBS SOURCING/SOLICITING  

Looking for product from outside vendor; also known as “HOLD BY SALES” 
HBC HELD BY CUSTOMER/CONTRACTS 

Problem with work order, sent back to customer for disposition, etc. 
HFM HOLD FOR MATERIAL 

Order is being held by sales or contracts, usually waiting for drops or cutwith similar 
INC  WAITING FOR INCOMING SHIPMENT 
PUR PURCHASING 

- A Buy Request (also called ‘buy-req’) has been entered by sales or contracts 
- The order is now with the purchasing department for review 

WOD WAITING ON DELIVERY 
Order has been worked and is ready to release to production 

XFR TRANSFER 
Most cases are transferring material from one AMI facility to another 

PRC HEAT TREAT 
Material has been sent to an outside vendor to be heat treated from one temper to another 

PPA PRE-PRODUCTION AUDIT 
Not in production yet, under quality review by quality department 

RTC RETURN TO CONTRACTS 
Order has been sent back to Contracts to fix something that is wrong with it 

RTQ RETURN TO QUALITY  
Order has been sent back to Quality, most likely due to a cutting or allocation error 

QAH QUALITY HOLD 
Order is being held by quality for some reason 

SAW PLATE/EXTRUSTION 
Production has the order, it is at the saw 

SHR SHEET 
Production has the order, it is at the shear 

SAP SAW AND PACK  
Production has finished cutting the order, it is now being staged for packaging 

PRO PRODUCTION 
Production has the order 

PKG PACKAGING 
Straight pack orders (no cutting required); Production has the order, it is in packaging 

COM COMPLETE 
Order is complete, at shipping desk 

NIP IN INVENTORY PROCESS 
Order is at shipping desk; inventory is being processed (called an “IP”: Inventory Process) 

BOL BILL OF LADING 
Order is being shipped, BOL documents are being produced 

OUT OUT THE DOOR – ORDER HAS SHIPPED 
RTI RETURN TO INVENTORY 
MIS MISSING MATERIAL 


